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Stabilized Path Fines Installation Guide 

 

Prior to laying the Stabilized Path Fines:  

1. Define the border and install edges if needed.  

2. Excavate area where the Stabilized Path Fines will be installed.  

3. Level and compact the soil.  

4. Install Class 2 Base Rock (for foot traffic, a compacted 4” layer of Base Rock will 

be sufficient). The Base Rock should be moistened and compacted in 2” lifts until 

desired depth. It is important to flood the compacted Base Rock with water. This 

will keep the Base Rock from pulling moisture out of the Stabilized Path Fines 

and perform at its optimum efficiency.  

 

Installation Steps:  

1. Evenly distribute and spread the Stabilized Path Fines in two equal lifts at 2” 

depth. Do not spread an entire placement of two inches or greater and then 

try to water from the top down. The water will never get all the way through. 

This is the biggest mistake that can be made.  

2. Use approximately 20 gallons of water per ton of Stabilized Path Fines and 

thoroughly wet each 2” lift. Periodically check to ensure moisture penetrates the 

Stabilized Path Fines completely. There may be a 15-20% shrinkage during 

compaction so plan ahead with your calculations.  

3. Grade the Stabilized Path Fines and wet thoroughly.  

4. Let the Stabilized Path Fines sit undisturbed for a minimum of 4 to 6 hours, 

weather/temperature dependent.  

5. Compact using an asphalt roller or vibratory plate. It is recommended to use an 

asphalt roller that weights a minimum of 1 ton. Larger 3-5-ton roller works best. 

Vibratory plates can be substituted where rollers are not practical. Trying to 

compact at the same time of watering is a sign that insufficient amount of 

water has been applied.  

6. Allow for a minimum of 3 to 7 days of curing time, weather dependent. Curing 

process is entirely weather dependent and may take weeks before all layers of 

the Path Fines are cured. Once fully cured following the steps the Stabilized Path 

Fines will meet 95% compaction. Any required compaction testing would need to 

be done once fully cured and never on uncured Path Fines.  
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Sunset Gold Path Fines Stabilized Product Information 

 

Sunset Gold Path Fines Stabilized is not a substitute for a non-permeable concrete or asphalt 

surface. This product was developed to mitigate erosion during heavy rains. The surface will always 

have some loose grit that can be tracked. It is critical to follow the proper installation 

instructions to ensure the performance of the product. Lyngso will not be responsible for 

unsatisfactory results due to improper installation. See attached installation guidelines.  

Sunset Gold Path Fines are 1/4" minus gold granite fines. The Sunset Gold Path Fines are gold and 

tan in color and are used for pathways and between flagstone and pavers. Stabilized Sunset Gold 

Path Fines are available in stock and are pre-mixed with stabilizer. For areas where stability of the 

pathway fines is desired, a stabilizer can be added. We only use a non-toxic, natural stabilizer.   

 

Sunset Gold Path Fines should be spread and compacted at 2"- 4". There may be a 15-20% 

shrinkage during compaction so plan ahead with your calculations. Stabilized Sunset Gold Path 

Fines will need to be set with spraying water once compacted. Curing time is necessary before using 

the space and varies depending on the weather.  

We sell the Sunset Gold Path Fines in one cubic foot bags; we supply the bags and you fill them. For 

larger areas, you'll want to purchase by the ton. We can load your truck or for a fee, you can use our 

rental truck or have us deliver to you. For orders over 20 tons, please call us for direct pricing. 
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